## STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA

NOVEMBER 4, 2008

### INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choices like this: ☑

### FEDERAL OFFICES

**PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT**

- JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN
  - Republican
- BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN
  - Democratic-Farmer-Labor

**CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT**

- Failure to vote on a constitutional amendment, will have the same effect as voting no for the amendment.

**CITY OFFICES CITY OF LAKEVILLE**

- MAYOR VOTE FOR ONE
  - HOLLY BAH.
  - WENDY WILLI

**COUNCIL MEMBER VOTE FOR UP TO TWO**

- SUNNY BRIGDA
- BROOKS CULLEN
- W. PETER KRAMER VON POKENBERG
- LAURIE RIER
- KERRIN SNIKER

### UNITED STATES SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE

- DEAN BARKLEY Independent
- NORM COLEMAN Republican

### UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 5 VOTE FOR ONE

- JOHN KUBE Republican
- STEVE BARBI Democrat-Farmer-Labor

### STATE OFFICES

**STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 5A VOTE FOR ONE**

- MARY LIL HOJBERG Republican
- DAVE LINDO Democrat-Farmer-Labor
- COLIN LEE Green

**SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE**

- VICKAIA A. BURAK
- SCOTT NORTEN
- MARIAN CROWN

**SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4 VOTE FOR ONE**

- PETER THOMAS JAFFER
- CHRIS NIELSEN

### COUNTY OFFICES

**SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE**

**SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4 VOTE FOR ONE**

**NOTE:**

- VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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### School District Offices

**Independent School District No. 192**

- **JULIE MONTIGHT**
- **TIM BURKE**
- **SHERYLLE SHARKES**
- **BRUCE WEVER**
- **JULIE SINGHALD**

**Vote for up to three**

### Judicial Offices

- **SUPREME COURT**
  - **ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 3**
    - Vote for one
    - Paul H. Anderson incumbent
    - Tim Tinglestad

- **1ST DISTRICT COURT**
  - **JUDGE 22**
    - Vote for one
    - Nathaniel J. Reitz incumbent
    - Joseph Carter incumbent

- **ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4**
  - Vote for one
  - Lore Skjerven Gildea incumbent
  - Deborah Hildub

- **COURT OF APPEALS**
  - **JUDGE 16**
    - Vote for one
    - Kevin W. Eide incumbent
  - **JUDGE 13**
    - Vote for one
    - Robert K. King, Jr. incumbent
  - **EDWARD TOISSANT, JR.**
    - Vote for one
  - **THOMAS J. KALITOWSKI**
    - Vote for one
  - **ROGER M. KLAPMKE**
    - Vote for one
  - **HARRIET LANSING**
    - Vote for one
  - **KEVIN G. ROSS**
    - Vote for one

### Identifying Marks

- **A Keyville P-8**
  - Challenged, vote P
  - Not Frank incorporated

- **VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT**

**Back**

- **Cassil 124 Rptrev 910-10 "Lakeville P-8 192"**